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A well-founded and well-administered 
corporation in  rude financial health 
and well placed to withstand the sorms 
surrounding Drexit and other major 
economic upheavals“

“
SUMMARY FINDINGS:

The Threadbone Corporation is:

• A top 500 corporation
• A well-organised and well-founded business flexible and open to opportunity
• A complex corporation with a multi-sector presence in diverse markets
• Well-placed to take advantage of market opportunities as and when they arise
• Ethically run with a strong sense of corporate responsibility
• Adequately capitalised with sufficient liquidity to react quickly to market trends
• A family of recognisable and respected brands
• A significant presence on the high street
• A high profile particupant in the digital revolution through multiple online portals
• An innovative - even trend-setting - organisation
• A family of companies invested with a high degreee of synergetic yet autonomous entities centrally 

arranged around a strong corporate identity
• A positive employer which values and inceniotiovises staff to maximise output and efficiency
• A leader and exemplar
• A tax-efficient set of inter-dependent entities registered in diverse protected havens
• A tribute to the legacy of the late Professor Thrupiece
• The creature of Mrs Amanda J Threadbone



Background:

In the Autumn of 2016 we were invited by the CEO of thr Threadbone Corporation (Mrs Amanda J 
Threadbone) to review the Corporation’s activities and report on our findings.  We were familiar with 
the Corporation having audited its accounts since 2007 when it was first established as a private limited 
liability company with accounts registered in the Ma;ldives, Dutch Antilles and Great Heaving.

Our brief was:

• to review the present operation, structure and governance of the many entities which comprise the 
complex enterprise legally established as “The Threadbone Corporation”

• to recommend any changes to the above in light of our findings
• to present fully audited accounts of the separate companies as well as assess the overall viability and 

profitability of the multi-natuinal “entire”
• to consider the best structure for the Corporation “going forward”

Since our last major review, the Corporation has grown and diversified adding, in particular, a significant 
high street presence in the form of retail operations across the consumer spectrum.  These differ 
significantly from the Corporation’s traditional core activities which have concentrated hitherto on 
high level financial operations in the scientifuc research and leisure industries.  Whilst such growth 
and diversification is to be welcomed, the different demands of the retail sector do not always sit easily 
with governance structures initially designed to serve the needs of the multi-national Corporation as 
originally constituted and we have, therefore, made significant suggestions regarding how these activities 
might be separated from and, at the same time, synergetically connected to the wider demands of the 
Corporation as a fully-functioning whole.

We have noted particularly the various jurisdictions within which the Corporation operates as well as 
the compex tax-efficient arrangements it has fashioned to meet its capital, liquidity, investment and other 
fiscal needs.

We conclude that  number of strategies be considered and suggest that, if implemented, these would not 
only streamline the management structures, but improve profitabiluty across the board.  We also suggest 
ways of :

• Spreading risk (both financial and managerial)
• Minimising conflict - particualrly with regard to the aims and objectives of the different elements of 

the Corporation’s portfolio of interestse
• Maximising the efficiency gains inherent in restructuring per se
• Securing the future at a time of great uncertainty - and particulary in light of ther recent decision to  

pursue a Hard Drexit with all of the attendant risks that entails.

We are confident that the present Board  and its Executive Chair have the wherewithal to continue to 
direct the fortunes of the Corporation in a profitable yet ethically sustainable manner.

We are confident that the present Board  and its 
Executive Chair have the wherewithal to continue to 
direct the fortunes of the Corporation in a profitable 
yet ethically sustainable manner.“

“



Summary Recomendations:

We commend the above structure as the most efficient and logistically sustainable structure going forward 
and reiterate our faith in the ability of the various management and other boards of the Threadbone 
Corporation to implement and sustain whatever transitional steps may be required to achieve its intended 
outcome.

Finally, whilst we would not even begin to suggest that Mrs Threadbone is approaching her “sell-by” 
date, we do note the significant (over-)reliance upon her personal energies and initiatives (as President, 
Board Chair, CEO, CIO etc) to keep the Corporation’s diverse operations in daily working order.  Whilst 
we do not doubt her present capacities, the demands are such that any single individual is unlikley to 
be able to sustain the pressures generated for decade after deade.  We would therefore suggest some 
sharing of responsibilty  which could be achieved without in any way diminishing Mrs Threadbone’s 
unquestionably benign influence or weakening her overall position within the Corporation.  Planning for 
long-term succession is likely to become a more pressing matter over time and we would urge the several 
interests within the Corporation to give this matter appropriate consideration.
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